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The vibrator Mutation Causes Neurodegeneration
via Reduced Expression of PITPa: Positional
Complementation Cloning and Extragenic Suppression
Bruce A. Hamilton,* Desmond J. Smith,² and the prospect of finding interacting modifier genes.
Genes mutated in mouse models are likely to implicateKenneth L. Mueller,* Anne W. Kerrebrock,*
physiological pathways relevant to human disorders,Roderick T. Bronson,³ Victor van Berkel,*‖
whether or not the orthologous genes are frequent sitesMark J. Daly,* Leonid Kruglyak,* Mary Pat Reeve,§
of mutation in humans. Modifier loci are further informa-Jennifer L. Nemhauser,*# Trevor L. Hawkins,§
tive in understanding the mechanism of pathogenesisEdward M. Rubin,² and Eric S. Lander*§
beyond the initial defect and in searching for new thera-*Whitehead Institute for Biomedical
peutic routes.Research
The mouse vibrator mutation (vb) is of particular inter-9 Cambridge Center
est. Homozygotes show a progressive whole-body ac-Cambridge, Massachusetts 02142
tion tremor that begins with the onset of spontaneous²Human Genome Center
locomotion on approximately postnatal day 11 and tendBerkeley National Laboratory
to be smaller than their littermates. Heterozygotes ap-1 Cyclotron Road
pear completely normal. Weimar et al. (1982) character-Berkeley, California 94720
ized the vibrator phenotype as a system degeneration³Tufts University Schools of Medicine
with spongiform inclusions restricted to neurons of theand Veterinary Medicine
spinal cord, brain stem, and dorsal root ganglia (DRG).Boston, Massachusetts 02111
They found that vibrator homozygotes invariably diedand the Jackson Laboratory
by about postnatal day 30 when maintained on an inbred600 Main Street
BXD genetic background. Interestingly, they observedBar Harbor, Maine 04609
that homozygous vb/vb progeny from an intercross with§Department of Biology
another strain (BALB/cWt) showed substantially greater
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
longevity (beyond 160 days), suggesting that the vibra-
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
tor phenotype could be modified by other genetic
factors.
Beyond our interest in vibrator, we were also inter-
Summary ested in improving general techniques for the positional
cloning of any mouse mutation. Although initial localiza-
The mouse vibrator mutation causes an early-onset tion of mutations has become straightforward with the
progressive action tremor, degeneration of brain stem availability of dense genetic and physical maps, the final
and spinal cord neurons, and juvenile death. We task of identifying the causative mutation remains a bot-
cloned the vibrator mutation using an in vivo positional tleneck. The recombinationally inseparable region that
complementation approach and complete resequenc- must be scoured is often large, owing to clustering of
ing of the resulting 76 kb critical region from vibrator crossovers. (In the case of vibrator, examination of 2600
informative meioses from four mapping crosses yieldedand its parental chromosome. The mutation is an intra-
a critical region of z500 kb rather than the z160 kbcisternal A particle retroposon insertion in intron 4
expected on average.) Accordingly, we explored the ap-of the phosphatidylinositol transfer protein a gene,
proach of achieving higher resolution by an approachcausing a 5-fold reduction in RNA and protein levels.
that we call `positional complementation'ÐcreatingExpression of neurofilament light chain is also reduced
transgenic animals that carry cloned DNA fragmentsin vibrator, suggesting one signaling pathway that may
covering the critical region to identify a clone that com-underlie vibrator pathology. The vibrator phenotype is
plements the mutation (Smith et al., 1995). In addition,suppressed in one intercross. We performed a com-
many interesting genes are known only by single alleles,plete genome scan and mapped a major suppressor
making the unambiguous identification of a critical re-locus (Mvb-1) to proximal chromosome 19.
gion polymorphism as the causative mutation difficult
and imperative. We therefore wished to explore the abil-
Introduction ity to completely sequence the identified critical region
from both mutant and wild type, as the most thorough
The physiological basis of most neurodegenerative dis- approach to isolating and proving the causative nature
ease is poorly understood. The diversity of molecular of a mutation.
pathways that can trigger a neurodegenerative syn- Here, we report that the vibrator mutation is a retropo-
drome, the pathogenic mechanisms by which they act, son insertion that interferes with normal RNA accumula-
and the basis for cellular selectivity all remain important tion from the gene (pitpn) encoding the phosphatidylino-
questions. Mouse mutants with neurodegenerative phe- sitol transfer protein a isoform (PITPa). The cloning was
notypes offer an attractive approach to these questions, accomplished by using recombinational mapping to lo-
calize the gene to z500 kb, positional complementationgiven the increasing feasibility of cloning the mutations
to sublocalize the gene to a single 76 kb clone, and
total genomic sequencing to identify the only nucleotide‖Present address: Washington University School of Medicine, St.
sequence difference between mutant and its progenitorLouis, Missouri 63108.
strain. PITP activity is required for phosphoinositide (PI)-#Present address: Department of Plant and Microbial Biology, Uni-
versity of California, Berkeley, California 94720-3102. based signal transduction and membrane trafficking.
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We have examined the cellular pathology in vibrator nerves, there were frequent vacuolated and chromato-
lytic cells in the lateral cerebellar nucleus, lateral vestib-animals prior to the terminal phase and identified at
least three distinct classes of degenerating neurons, ular nucleus, and throughout the reticular formation,
while the cochlear and facialnuclei and cerebellar cortexsuggesting that the limiting requirements for PITP func-
tion may differ among cell types. We also find that the appeared to be spared. Likewise, in transverse sections
through spinal cord, some neurons of the inner laminaevibrator phenotype can be partially suppressed in
crosses to the CAST/Ei strain. We map the major modi- were abnormal, while laminae I±IV and motor neurons
were spared.Only rarely were abnormal neurons presentfier locus to chromosome 19, in a region containing
several biologically relevant candidate genes. Thus, our in the DRG. Strikingly, no lesions were observed in serial
sections of cerebral cortex, midbrain, cerebellar cortex,findings implicate PI pathways as important targets in
mammalian neurodegenerative disease, and our dem- or in autonomic neurons. Sections of an F2 vb/vb
homozygote from an intersubspecific intercross ofonstration that vibrator is a hypomorphic allele defines
a window of PITPa dosage for disease and provides a B6C32vb/1 3 MOLF/Ei had similar lesions in brain stem
and spinal cord. These observations agree with andsensitive model system in which this pathway can be
studied and modulated through genetic interactions and extend earlier findings in vibrator mice on other genetic
backgrounds (Weimar et al., 1982).other experimental manipulations.
Results Genetic Mapping Localizes vibrator to a z500 kb
Region of Mouse Chromosome 11
Containing Many GenesOvert Pathology in vibrator Homozygotes Is Largely
Confined to Hindbrain and Spinal Cord We genetically mapped the vibrator mutation relative to
simple sequence length polymorphisms (SSLPs) in aTo better understand the cellular correlates of the vibra-
tor phenotype, we studied histological sectionsof brains total of .2600 meioses, from four F2 intercrosses (with
the C57BL/6J, AKR/J, MOLF/Ei, and CAST/Ei strains).and spinal cords from affected animals and sex-
matched littermate controls at postnatal days 28±30 by Initial mapping based on 1100 meioses from the AKR/J
cross identified an interval between D11Mit90 andlight microscopy. We observed three distinct cellular
pathologies in neurons from vibrator animals that were D11Mit34, between which no identified markers were
polymorphic. Mapping based on 1500 meioses from thenot seen in controls: vacuolated or spongiform neurons,
swollen neurons that appeared to be undergoing central other three crosses localized vb to a 0.6 cM interval
between D11Nds1 and D11Mit7. The phenotype waschromatolysis, and, less frequently, fading neurons in
which both cytoplasm and nucleus were poorly stained found to be fully penetrant in all four crosses, based on
the fact that animals inferred tocarry the vb/vb genotype(Figure 1). These fading neurons were similar to those
observed in neuromuscular degeneration (nmd) mice on the basis of the flanking markers invariably showed
the characteristic action tremor. Further genetic map-(Cook et al., 1995). Whether these cytological entities
represent different temporal stages of the same degen- ping involving SSLP and single stranded conformation
polymorphisms (SSCPs) developed in the course oferative process or distinct processes is not clear from
these observations, but some cells with vacuolated cy- physical mapping allowed us to further refine this inter-
val to 0.5 cM (Figure 2).toplasm also had fading nuclei. None of these cells had
pycnotic or fragmented nuclei or other hallmarks of We next constructed a physical map covering the vb
region. Yeast artificial chromosomes (YACs) containingapoptosis.
Degenerative changes in neurons were observed in the flanking genetic markers D11Nds1 and D11Mit7
were isolated and found to overlap. Further geneticthe brain stem, cerebellar roof nuclei, spinal cord, and
DRG of vb/vb animals from a B6C3 hybrid background markers restricted the vb locus to a region spanned by
a single 380 kb YAC clone, fbwG4. We derived sequenceand hybrid animals backcrossed one generation to B6
(hereafter designated BCB). In coronal sections of hind- tagged sites (STSs) from this YAC to isolate P1 clones
and then derived STSs from the ends of these P1 clonesbrain, near the level of the seventh and eighth cranial
Figure 1. Histopathology in vibrator Spinal Cord
All neurons shown are from Rexed's laminae VI±VII in cervical spinal cord.
(A) Normal cells from a vb/1 mouse. Scale bar, 20 mm.
(B±C) Degenerative changes in a vb/vb littermate: (B) vacuolated neuron, (C) fading neuron (arrow), and (D) chromatolytic neuron (arrow).
Similar pathologies were observed in the spinal cord, brain stem, and cerebellar nuclei of several affected mice.
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Figure 2. Genetic and Physical Map of the vibrator Locus
SSLP markers used for meiotic mapping are shown at the top, centromere to the left, with YAC clones in the top level physical map shown
as bars just below. A high resolution map is shown in the lower exploded view. Polymorphic STS fragments used as genetic markers are
listed and shown as vertical lines, with the number of informative recombinants given for the four markers that define the critical region for
the vb mutation. P1 clones are shown as horizontal lines, with clone pairs used for transgenic complementation shown in color. Single-copy
open reading frames with significant database matches identified by STSs or cDNA selection fragments are shown as yellow arrows indicating
the direction of transcription if known. The genes encode: 1, replication protein A; 2, a mouse homolog of yeast pre-mRNA splicing factor
DBF3/PRP8; 3, phoshatidylinositol transfer protein alpha; 4, PI-5-phosphatase related (clone C62); 5, mammalian myosin I-b; 6, proto-oncogene
c-crk; and 7, 14±3±3e.
to isolate additional clones and thereby produce a high Positional Complementation Restricts the
vibrator Locus to a Single 76 kb Cloneresolution map across the region. This high resolution
map revealed internal deletions within fbwG4 and sug- To avoid an exhaustive analysis of all genes in the entire
500 kb region, we sought to subdivide this region bygested a physical distance of z500 kb between the
closest recombinant genetic markers. complementation with a large-insert transgene derived
from the physical map. We constructed an in vivo libraryTo identify genes in the region, we performed direct
selection of brain stem and spinal cord cDNA amplicons of P1 clones in transgenic mice that together cover most
of the 500 kb nonrecombinant interval. Overlappingusing the P1 clones as targets. Sequence analysis of
the resulting cDNA fragments (as well as STSs from pairs of P1 clones (see Table 1, Figure 2) were coinjected
into pronuclei of F1 zygotes derived from heterozygousthe P1 clones) revealed many genes expressed in the
appropriate tissues, including four previously recog- vb/1 males mated to FVB females. The resulting prog-
eny were characterized to determine whether they car-nized genes (pitpn, mammalian myosin type 1b [MMIb],
the c-crk proto-oncogene, and the 14-3-3 protein e iso- ried either transgene or both and whether they were
vb/1 or 1/1 on the basis of flanking genetic markersform); two transcripts with strong sequence similarity
to known genes (fragment C62, a new member of the (roughly half of each kind were expected and observed).
Transgenic founders were mated to vb/1 animals fortype II PI 5-phosphatase family similar to the OCRL
gene, and clone end 5853T, related to the yeast splicing one generation (in the case of vb/1 founders) or two
generations (in the case of tested 1/1 founders) to gen-factor DBF3±PRP8); several fragments with similarities
to anonymous expressed sequence tags (ESTs); and erate vb/vb animals carrying one P1 transgene or more.
These mice were then assessed to see whether thesome with no known sequence similarities. We rese-
quenced the open reading frames from the four known vibrator phenotype was suppressed by the transgene
(Table 1).genes and the C62 putative 5-phosphatase gene using
reverse transcription±polymerase chain reaction (RT± A single P1 clone, 4232, of z76 kb proved capable
of completely complementing the vibrator mutation andPCR) to amplify poly(A)1 RNA from brain stems of vibra-
tor and DBA±2J mice. Each fragment was easily ampli- thus should contain all or most of the vibrator gene.
Complementation was observed for two phenotypes: (i)fied from both sources, and no coding sequence
mutations were found. transgenic vb/vb animals showed no detectable tremor
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Table 1. P1 Transgenic Lines Used for Complementation Analysis
Transgenes Founder Transgene/s Founder Complementation
Injected Line Inserted Genotype of vb
5157 1 4564 B431 5157 1 4564 1 0/6
B422 5157 vb/1 0/2
B434 5157 1 0/3
B337 4564 1 0/9
B424 4564 1 0/6
B426 4564 vb/1 0/1
B428 4564 vb/1 nd (no offspring)
4232 1 4230 B341 4232 1 4230 1 9/9.
B346 4232 vb/1 9/9.
B351 4230 vb/1 nd
3793 1 2915 A568 3793 1 2915 vb/1 nd (died)
B506 3793 1 2915 vb/1 nd (0/40*)
B499 3793 1 2915 1 nd
B507 3793 1 nd (0/23*)
A561 2915 1 0/2
B520 2915 vb/1 0/1
B498 2915 vb/1 0/4
3795 1 5195 B569 2915 vb/1 nd (0/8*)
A553 3795 1 5195 vb/1 0/1
A552 3795 vb/1 0/3
*no vb/vb; TG animals found among the indicated number of genotyped offspring.
while nontransgenic vb/vb littermates showed severe 1995; Geli and Riezman, 1996), and the two fully con-
tained on P1 4232 are both directly involved in PI metab-tremor when walking and lifted by the tail; (ii) transgenic
olism.vb/vb animals have lived without tremor for up to 1
year, while nontransgenic vb/vb animals do not survive
All Four Open Reading Frames Are Intact, but pitpnbeyond 8 weeks.
Is Expressed at Reduced Levels in vibratorIn each of two independent lines, the 4232 transgene
Each of the four genes identified on P1 4232 was exam-segregated perfectly with complementation of the tremor
ined as a candidate for vibrator. RT±PCR and Northernphenotype in otherwise vb/vb animals. In total, 18 of 18
blot analysis showed that each sequence is expressedvb/vb animals carrying the transgene were phenotypi-
in both vibrator and wild-type brain stem (although forcally normal, while 16 of 16 vb/vb sibs that lacked the
COX7c, we cannot distinguish between expression fromtransgene were phenotypically vibrator. It is worth not-
this processed locus, if any, and expression from othering that two independent lines carrying thepartially over-
copies elsewhere in the genome; Aqua et al., 1991).lapping clone 4564 failed to complement the mutation.
Moreover, sequence analysis of genomic PCR and RT±
PCR products demonstrated that all four open readingDNA Sequence of the Complementing
frames and splice donors and acceptors were intact andClone Reveals Four Candidate Genes
identical between vibrator and the DBA/2J progenitorTo systematically identify the vibrator mutation, we next
strain. However, quantitative analysis of expression lev-determined the complete nucleotide sequence of clone
els in brain stem revealed that pitpn transcripts were4232 (isolated from a library derived from the 129/Sv
present at reduced levels in vibrator mice compared tostrain). The resulting sequence of 75,943 bp revealed
DBA or littermate controls, while the other three genes
all or part of four recognizable genes: pitpn, the putative
were expressed at comparable levels (Figure 4 and un-
PI 5-phosphatase gene related to OCRL (C62), the 59
published data). The level of pitpn RNA in vibrator brain
half of MMIb (490 of 1028 codons), and a processed stems was estimated to be 15%±20% of wild-type lev-
cytochrome oxidase subunit 7c gene (COX7c). The se- els, based on comparison of the ratio of bound pitpn
quence also included severalof the cDNA selection frag- probe tobound GAPDH probein poly(A)1 RNA in vibrator
ments that showed similarities to no known genes or and DBA/2J brain stem. In situ hybridization to E15 em-
only to anonymous ESTs; these fragments all proved to bryos and adult brains shows a ubiquitous pattern of
belong to one of the four recognized genes, based on expression (B. A. H., unpublished data), suggesting that
the isolation and sequencing of full- or near full-length the decrement in expression is not due to selective cell
cDNA clones. Although we could not exclude the possi- loss. Together, these results strongly suggested that
bility that we failed to recognize an additional gene, it vibrator is a noncoding mutation that results in reduced
seemed likely that these four genes were the final set steady-state mRNA levels. Definitive proof, however,
of positional candidates for vibrator (Figure 3). COX7c requires finding the actual mutation.
seemed the least likely candidate because the entire
transcribed region is contained within clone 4564, which The Only Sequence Difference between vibrator
failed to complement vibrator in multiple independent and Its Progenitor Strain Is an IAP
transgenic lines. Interestingly, all three remaining genes Insertion in Intron 4 of pitpn
have been implicated in membrane trafficking (Hay and To unambiguously identify the vibrator mutation, we re-
sequenced the entire 75,943 bp critical region definedMartin, 1993; Ohashi et al., 1995; Olivos-Glander et al.,
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Figure 3. Sequence-Based Map of Clone 4232
Positions of exons are approximately to scale. The IAP insertion is illustrated by a triangle. Overlapping clones included in the in vivo library
are drawn at the bottom. Identified intron±exon boundaries are provided with the cDNA sequences whose GenBank accession numbers are
listed at the end of the article.
by clone 4232 in both DBA/2J and vibrator mice. We littermates (Figure 5). This suggests that low PITPa RNA
generated PCR assays to amplify the entire region (in- levels are not compensated by increased translation or
cluding several bp beyond each end of the clone se- stability in either asymptomatic heterozygotes or af-
quence) in z600 bp fragments and produced templates fected homozygotes.
for DNA sequencing by means of nested PCR (with M13 Levels of PITPb (which shares77% amino acid identity
tails to facilitate fluorescent dye-primer sequencing). with PITPa) appear to be independent of vb genotype.
The genomic sequence from vibrator proved to be Thus, loss of PITPa in vibrator is not compensated by
identical to that obtained from the DBA/2J progenitor increased expression level of the other known PITP iso-
strain, with a single exception: an insertion of a z6 kb form. In addition, levels of neuron-specific enolase did
intracisternal A particle (IAP) element into intron 4 of not vary with vb genotype.
pitpn at nucleotide 20,156 of the sequenced interval To quantitate the loss of PITPa expression, duplicate
(Figure 3). Partial sequence analysis of the inserted ele- filters were probed with antiserum to either PITPa or
ment identified it as a type 1A IAP element (Kuff and PITPb and detected with 125I-protein A. Homozygous
Lueders, 1988). PCR analysis showed that this insertion vibrator brain stem showed 18%, and heterozygous
is recombinationally inseparable from vb in all 2600 showed an average of 68% wild-type levels of PITPa
meioses examined. The identification of the mutation normalized to PITPb.
would appear to be definitive, inasmuch as it is the only
sequence difference between vibrator and DBA/2J in Decreased Levels of Neurofilament Light
the critical region shown to complement the mutation. Chain in vibrator Mice
Total genomic sequencing proved to be critically impor- We also examined the levels of several proteins in vibra-
tant in this case: simply finding a transposable element tor and control extracts by serially reprobing the mem-
insertion in an intron would not convincingly prove that brane shown in Figure 5. Neurofilament light chain (68
it constitutes the causative mutation without having kDa subunit) is abundantly expressed in homozygous
ruled out the possibility of other mutations.
wild-type and heterozygous littermates but, to our sur-
The vibrator mutation thus results from the insertion
prise, was only weakly detected in the vibrator homozy-
of a transposable element into an intron of pitpn, which
gote. This would appear to be a fully recessive, down-
reduces RNA levels by 5-fold. The formation of chimeric
stream effect of the vb mutation and is especiallyRNAs of low stability by utilization of cryptic splice sites
intriguing as the majority of vibrator brain stem neuronswithin the IAP is a likely mechanism for the reduction
appear histologically normal. We return to this point inof intact pitpn RNA levels. Indeed, RT±PCR experiments
the Discussion.using combinations of pitpn and IAP primers provide
evidence for such low abundance RNAs. Mutagenesis
The vibrator Mutation Is Partially Suppressed by theby retroviral-like insertions that disrupt normal splicing
CAST/Ei Allele of a Locus on Chromosome 19of the target gene is a well-documented mechanism of
In the course of our genetic mapping experiments, wespontaneous mutation in the mouse (Jenkins et al.,1981;
noticed that longevity and severity of tremor varied sub-Hawley et al., 1982; Adachi et al., 1993).
stantially among vb/vb progeny in the F2 intercross with
CAST/Ei. Whereas vb/vb homozygotes in our B6C3 hy-PITPa Protein Levels Are Reduced 5-Fold
brid colony and in other F2 intercrosses (with B6, AKR,in vibrator Brain Stem
and MOLF) uniformly displayed severe tremor and didThe selective loss of PITPa expression is also readily
not survive beyond 42 days postnatally, we observedseen at the protein level by Western blot analysis. We
that a number of progeny from the CAST F2 intercrossraised an isoform-specific antiserum to a carboxy-termi-
showed only a mild tremor. Some have survived as longnal peptide of PITPa. Brain stem extracts show dosage-
sensitive levels of PITPa expression in a series of male as 2 years, and several males have bred. Moreover,
Neuron
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Figure 4. RNA Expression of Candidate Genes
cDNA probes are as indicated for each autoradiogram, and transcript length in kb is marked to the right.
(A) An RNA gel blot was probed with PITPa, exposed to film, and then probed with GAPDH as a loading control. PITPa produces two
transcripts, which differ in the length of 39 untranslated sequences. Equivalent results were obtained with probes derived from either coding
sequence or 39 untranslated sequence common to both RNA species. Quantitation relative to the GAPDH control indicates that each PITPa
transcript is present in vibrator at z18% of wild-type levels. Levels of the single transcripts for each cytochrome oxidase VIIc (B) and C62
(C) are comparable in all genotypes examined.
serial section of a partially suppressed animal at 10 D19Mit42, corresponding to a pointwise (two-sided) P
value of 1.6 3 1026 and a genome-wide significance levelmonths of age showed no evidence of histopathology
in brain stem, spinal cord, or elsewhere. Following our of 0.0021 (Figure 6). This analysis provides significant
evidence of linkage toa major modifier locus on chromo-initial observation of this phenotypic variability, we be-
gan to score vb/vb homozygotes from the CAST F2 some 19, which we call Modifier of vibrator-1 (Mvb-1).
The genotypes at D19Mit42 in the two phenotypicintercross as either mildly, moderately, or severely af-
fected by tremor prior to genotyping. (See Experimental classes of vibrators suggests that this locus has a semi-
dominant effect (Table 2). Of 38 mildly affected animals,Procedures concerning scoring of suppression.)
To map genes influencing this phenotypic modifica- nearly half were homozygous for CAST alleles at this
locus, and only two were homozygous for vibrator-col-tion, we conducted a whole-genome scan on a collec-
tion of animals from the phenotypic extremes (Lander ony alleles. Of 17 severely affected animals, nearly half
were homozygous for vibrator alleles, and none wasand Botstein, 1989). We initially genotyped a collection
of 24 mildly affected and 15 severely affected animals, homozygous CAST.
The Mvb-1 region of chromosome 19 contains a num-with a panel of 102 SSLP markers that were spaced
every 15 cM across the genome and that distinguish ber of interesting candidategenes for the modifier locus.
These include phospholipase Cb3 (PLCb3), Gnaq, andCAST/Ei alleles from B6, C3H, and DBA alleles. Data
were analyzed in MAPMAKER/QTL using the pene- Gna14, which are plausible candidates in light of genetic
studies of Drosophila indicating that rdgB PITP muta-trance scan feature (see Experimental Procedures). The
penetrance scan calculates a maximum likelihood pene- tions can be suppressed by mutations in other genes
in the PI signaling pathway (Figure 7 and Discussion).trance for each genotypic class and then computes an
LOD score relative to the null hypothesis that all geno- Another potential candidate is ciliary neurotrophic fac-
tor, whose exogenous delivery has been shown to ame-types are equally penetrant with regard to the pheno-
type, in this case modification of tremor severity. The liorate symptoms of several neurodegenerative condi-
tions (Sendtner et al., 1990; Hagg et al., 1992; Sendtnergenome-wide threshold for declaring suggestive evi-
dence for linkage in such an analysis is z2.8, while the et al., 1992). We have so far examined PLCb3 by de-
termining the complete sequence of the protein-codingthreshold for significant evidence is 4.3 (Lander and
Kruglyak, 1995). region in C57BL/6J, C3HeB/FeJ, and CAST/Ei. We iden-
tified seven nucleotide changes in CAST/Ei relative toThe highest LOD score observed was 2.74 in the vicin-
ity of D19Mit93, with no other locus showing an LOD
score .1.65 (Figure 6). We subsequently genotyped 27
additional SSLPs on chromosome 19 to extract the full Table 2. Genotypes at D19Mit42 for Affected F2 from
B6C3-vb/1 (B) 3 CAST/Ei (C)linkage information, and the peak LOD score reached
3.66 at D19Mit31. To test this suggestive evidence of Phenotype C/C C/B B/B Total
linkage, we genotyped an additional 13 mildly affected
Mild 18 18 2 38and 3 severely affected animals with markers across the
Severe 0 9 8 17
region. The maximum LOD score increased to 5.79 at
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the other two strains but none altering the predicted
amino acid sequence. We discuss further approaches
to identification of Mvb-1 below.
Discussion
Reduced PITPa Expression Results
in Neurodegeneration
Here, we have provided strong evidence that vibrator
is a defect in PITPa expression. Specifically, we have
mapped vibrator to a 500 kb region by meiotic recombi-
nation analysis and then to a 76 kb clone that comple-
ments the mutation in transgenic mice. Complete se-
quencing of the clone revealed four genes (only two of
which, pitpn and the OCRL-like gene, were completely
contained in this clone and not contained in another
noncomplementing clone). Complete resequencing of
the 76 kb region in mutant and its progenitor strain
(DBA) found that the only sequence difference is an IAP
insertion into intron 4 of pitpn. Finally, PITPa mRNA and
protein levels were found to be decreased by 5-fold in
vibrator homozygotes.
Our studies may provide the first convincing evidence
for PI pathway defects in a mammalian neurodegenera-
tive disorder. While a novel phosphatidylinositol-4-
phosphate 5-kinase gene has been suggested as the
key defect in Friedreich's ataxia (Carvajal et al., 1996),
this proposal has been seriously challenged (Campu-
zano et al., 1996; CosseÂ e et al., 1997). (Carvajal et al.
reported that alternative transcripts of the frataxin gene
include exons that encode a phosphatidylinositol-4-
phosphate 5-kinase activity, suggesting a role for PI
signaling in this disorder. However, recent studies indi-
cate that the frataxin does not in fact include the kinase
domain and that the gene product is not involved in PI
signaling [CosseÂ e et al., 1997].) While our results do not
bear on the interpretation of the Friedreich's ataxia data,
they providesubstantial evidence of a PI pathway defect
in neurodegenerative disease.
Drosophila genetic studies have indicated a clear role
for PI-signaling pathways in neurodegeneration in in- Figure 5. Protein Expression in Brain Stem of vb/vb and Littermates
on BCB Genetic Background (See Text)sects. Null mutations in an eye-specific, membrane-
associated PITP gene (rdgB) in flies results in an activity- Genotypes are indicated above each lane. Extract from a single vb/
vb animal (lanes 3 and 6) is compared to similar amounts of proteindependent retinal degeneration (Harris and Stark, 1977;
from two 1/1 and two vb/1 littermates. Results shown are from aVihtelic et al., 1991; Sahly et al., 1992). The degenerative
single nitrocellulose filter serially reprobed in the order presented,phenotype can be suppressed by raising the flies in the
top to bottom. Rabbit antisera against PITPa and PITPb are de-
dark (thereby preventing retinal activity), by mutations scribed in Experimental Procedures. NF-L, mouse monoclonal NR4
in other components of the IP3-mediated rhodopsin sig- against 68 kDa neurofilament. NSE, rabbit serum against neuron-
naling cascade (including the genes for a phospholipase specific enolase used as a control for neuronal protein. Dots indi-
cate positions of prestained size markers: 202, 133, 71, 41.8, andC, norpA [Harris and Stark, 1977; Bloomquist et al.,
30.6 kDa.1988], and a protein kinase C [Smith et al., 1991]), or by
administration of Ca21 channel±blocking drugs (Sahly
et al., 1992). The rdgB degeneration can also be made
light independent by constitutively activating mutations se, since a second mutation in the signaling pathway
or Ca21 channel antagonist can prevent degeneration.in a rhodopsin (Colley et al., 1995) or the Ga subunit,
dgq, that couples rhodopsin to the phospholipase (Lee Sahley et al. (1992) have shown aberrant Ca21 spikes
and protein hyperphosphorylation in rdgB photorecep-et al., 1994). These results are of interest for the vibrator
mutation, in which both the histological and behavioral tors and suggest that loss of rdgB causes misregulation
of downstream effectors in the PLC signaling pathway,phenotypes coincide with theonset of gross motor coor-
dination. The epistatic interactions in Drosophila argue resulting in Ca21 toxicity. Unlike the case in vibrator,
however, the pattern of degeneration in rdgB flies re-that the degeneration of PITP-deficient photoreceptors
is not caused by a block in IP3 signal transduction per flects the pattern of rdgB protein expression.
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PITP Activities peripheral axons and Schwann cells in the Trembler
mouse has been shown to interfere with normal neuro-PITP activity is ubiquitous in eukaryotes and functions
in several cellular events, possibly coordinating their filament assembly and slow axonal transport (de Waegh
et al., 1992). It thus seems a reasonable hypothesis thatregulation (Liscovitch and Cantley, 1995). Work in yeast
and animal cells supports a role for PITP in membrane the chromatolysis observed in vibrator results from dis-
regulation of neurofilament expression, perhaps as antrafficking events (reviewed by De Camilli et al., 1996).
The yeast PITP gene SEC14 is essential for viability, and effect of disrupted signaling from adjacent glia or
through less direct processes. Interestingly, abnormaltemperature-sensitive mutations block transport out of
the Golgi, accumulate dysmorphic Golgi membranes, accumulation of neurofilament has also been reported in
peripheral nerve biopsy from a patient with Friedreich'sand arrest growth at the nonpermissive temperature
(Novick et al., 1980; Stevens et al., 1982; Bankaitis et ataxia (Lemarche et al., 1982).
Identification of the vibrator mutation as a PITPa hy-al., 1989, 1990). In animal cells, PITP has been identified
as the CAST1 factor required for post-Golgi vesicle for- pomorph presents an opportunity to address the issue
of distinct physiological thresholds for different PITPmation (Ohashi et al., 1995) and as the PEP3 factor
required for reconstitution of exocytosis (Hay and Mar- functions for the first time.
tin, 1992, 1993). These findings are of particular interest
in connection with the vacuolated pathology seen in Sensitized Genetic Assay for PI Pathway Defects
The hypomorphic nature of the vibrator allele and thevibrator neurons. PITP function is also required for effi-
cient signaling through transduction pathways that cou- relatively narrow window of expression levels between
phenotypically normal heterozygotes (68% of wild type)ple to IP3 and DAG second messengers, including sig-
nals passed through both tyrosine kinase and G and affected homozygotes (18% of wild type) suggest
that this allele may prove valuable as a sensitive geneticprotein±coupled receptors (Thomas et al., 1993; Cun-
ningham et al., 1995; Kauffmann-Zeh et al., 1995). PITP tool for probing differential effects of and epistatic inter-
actions among other PI pathway perturbations. We havelevels may in fact be the limiting component in phospho-
lipase-mediated signaling by controlling the local pool presented a first application of this approach with the
mapping of a modifier locus. Following the observationof PIP2 available to the phospholipase (Cunningham et
al., 1995). of suppressed animals in one of our mapping crosses,
we genotyped progeny at the extremes of the pheno-Mammals have at least two closely related PITP
genes, PITPa and PITPb. The encoded proteins have typic distribution and mapped a suppressing locus to
proximal chromosome 19. This region includes severalbeen copurified in reconstitution experiments, and the
two protein isoforms show similar properties in bio- plausible candidate genes, e.g., ciliary neurotrophic fac-
tor, PLCb3, Gnaq, and Gna14. The latter three candi-chemical assays. Our findings, however, demonstrate
that these two genes are not genetically redundant and dates are particularly interesting in light of the Drosoph-
ila genetic studies. Experiments to furthermap this locusmay suggest that the encoded proteins serve different
functions in vivo. in a congenic background and to test the effects of
large-insert transgenes or targeted alleles of specific
candidate genes should lead to a molecular description
Mechanisms of Degeneration of this genetic interaction.
Why should reduced levels of the ubiquitously ex- Genetic data from the mouse as well as the analogy
pressed PITPa result in a selective pattern of neuronal toDrosophila genetics suggest that it should be possible
degeneration in the vibrator mouse? Reduced PITPa to identify additional modifiers of vibrator. The locus on
levels may have different effects on diverse cell popula- chromosome 19 does not explain all of the phenotypic
tions, owing to different thresholds for signal transduc- variance in our cross (as suggested by the two B/B
tion and membrane trafficking pathways that require mildly affected animals), and the construction of a con-
PITPa activity. The distinct cellular pathologies ob- genic strain to remove the effects of this locus may
served in vibrator neurons may thus represent distinct allow identification of any remaining major effect loci.
processes, each reflecting a distinct physiological In addition, Weimar et al. (1982) reported phenotypic
threshold in the affected cells. suppression among offspring of BXD2vb/1 3 BALB/
Through what mechanisms does the neurodegenera- cWt. As CAST/Ei and BALB/c strains were derived from
tion occur? The results suggest several possibilities: (1) different feral populations and have shared no common
Effector-driven Ca21 toxicity is one plausible mecha- ancestors in captivity, these suppressing loci should at
nism, by analogy with the rdgB fly. (2) Blocked intracellu- least represent different alleles and probably different
lar transport might explain some of the pathology ob- loci. Crosses to targeted knockout alleles of mouse ho-
served in vibrator, and the vacuolated neurons in mologs of Drosophila genes known to suppress rdgB
particular. (3) Our finding of reduced levels of neurofila- should allow direct tests of the interaction of these path-
ment light chain as well as the observation of chromatol- way components in the mammalian central nervous sys-
ysis suggests yet another pathway. Neurofilament ex- tem. Moreover, crosses to targeted alleles of mouse
pression is a primary determinant of axon caliber in homologs of human disease genes may shed new light
vertebrates, while central chromatolysis is generally in- on the genetic interactions of PI pathway components
dicative of axon damage. A nonsense mutation in the as well as on mechanisms of the relevant disease pro-
neurofilament light chain gene of the Japanese mutant cesses. Being a partial loss of function, the vibrator
quail quiver results in axonopathy and tremor (Ohara et mutation may be a particularly sensitive tool for investi-
gating interactions with known genes.al., 1993). Disruption of local contact signaling between
Phosphoinositide Defect in vibrator Degeneration
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Figure 6. Penetrance LOD Scores for Suppression of vibrator Phenotype by Loci on Chromosome 19
Dotted line, scan with 39 animals. Solid line, cumulative results for a dense collection of markers and 55 animals. Statistical thresholds for
suggestive and significant linkage (Lander and Kruglyak, 1995) are noted.
Cloning by Positional Complementation sequencing and complete resequencing of the entire
critical region. We believe that both of these approachesand Total Sequence Ascertainment
In addition to the biological implications of our findings, will become methods of choice in the years ahead.
Positional complementation in experimental animalsthis paper reports two technical milestones for posi-
tional cloning in vertebrates: a novel example of cloning offers a general approach tonarrowing the critical region
from the relatively large regions resulting from recombi-by positional complementation in whole animals and a
novel example of mutation identification by complete nation mapping (z500±1000 kb) to a single large-insert
Figure 7. A Simplified and Idealized PI Signaling Pathway (Adapted in Part from Wu et al., 1995) Illustrating Mutations Known in Flies, Mice,
and Humans
Identification of disease mutations in multiple elements of a single pathway suggests that common approaches for mechanistic and therapeutic
studies might be found for a suite of clinical entities. Several isoforms are known for many of the depicted activities, and specific interactions
between named isoforms should not be inferred. In Drosophila, ninaE, norpA, and inaC mutations as well as Ca21 channel±blocking agents
suppress rdgB photoreceptor degeneration, while activating mutations in dgq and Rh1 induce light-independent photoreceptor degeneration
in rdgB flies.
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al., 1995). Sequenced clone ends and cDNA selection fragmentsclone. Positional complementation is routinely used for
were used to query the public databases using the BLAST algorithmcloning in nematodes and fruit flies. In vitro complemen-
(Altschul et al., 1990).tation was recently used in the cloning of the mouse
beige locus, for which clones were transfected into cul-
Transgenic Animalstured cells to rescue a specific cellular defect (Perou et
An in vivo library of the vibrator region was constructed as described
al., 1996). Our study demonstrates the practicality of (Smith et al., 1995) using an overlapping array of P1 clones and a
positional complementation for the general case of iden- coinjection strategy. Pairs of overlapping P1s (color coded in Figure
2) were coinjected into the pronuclei of zygotes derived from matingtifying a gene known only by its phenotype in a live
B6C32vb/1 males to FVB females. Resulting T1 mice were typedvertebrate. This approach will be of particular value in
for the presence of a transgene by PCR, and transgenic foundersthe analysis of complex traits, for which meiotic resolu-
were mated to B6C32vb/1 or to transgene-negative vb/1 sibs.tion is inherently poor and large regions must be sur-
Transgene typing was done by PCR using two assays within the P1
veyed to identify the causative gene. vector and assays from one end or both ends of the clone that
Similarly, complete sequencing and resequencing of include one primer from vector sequence and one primer from the
inserted genomic sequence.the critical region provide the most comprehensive solu-
tion to gene and mutation identification. When one can
compare a mutant chromosome to the parental chromo- DNA Sequencing
Sequence of P1 clone 4232 was determined by a high throughputsome on which it arose, the approach should immedi-
shotgun sequencing strategy, with an average of 9-fold coverageately provide definitive identification of the mutation. In
(T. L. H. et al., unpublished data). Gaps were filled by transposon-other cases, it will provide the short list of candidate
facilitated sequencing of selected subclones (Strathmann et al.,
changes to be evaluated. With the increasing feasibility 1991). To identify genes, sequences were analyzed in overlapping
of large-scale genomic sequencing and resequencing, 1 kb fragments using the BLAST algorithm (Altschul et al., 1990).
For genomic resequencing, facing pairs of primer sequences werethis approach should become routine.
chosen approximately every 600 bp. Chimeric primers were synthe-
sized containing the standard M13 forward and reverse sites (PerkinExperimental Procedures
Elmer) at their 59 ends. Resequencing templates were prepared by
two sequential PCRsteps, with the first step amplifyinga fragment ofHistopathology
1.8 kb or larger and the second step amplifying a z600 bp fragment.Mice were deeply anesthetized with ether and transcardially per-
Nested PCR products were gel isolated and cycle sequenced usingfused with phosphate-buffered saline followed by Bouin's fixative.
DyePrimer reagents. Genomic sequences were aligned and ana-Sections (5 mm) were prepared and stained with luxol fast blue and
lyzed for sequence differences using Sequencher 3.0 (Gene Codescresyl violet as described (Cook et al., 1995). B6C32vb/1 mice were
Corp.).backcrossed to C57BL/6J for one generation and intercrossed to
Any region showing even a single ambiguous nucleotide (i.e.,produce the mice used in Figure 1. Comparable results were seen
instances in which the chromatogram showed a significant subpeak)with mice from the original B6C3 stock and from the MOLF/Ei in-
was sequenced either on both strands or with two chemistries (dyetercross described below.
primer and dye terminator), or both. The DBA and vb strains were
compared by aligning and examining the sequences as well as
Meiotic Mapping
raw sequence traces (chromatograms) to check for deviations. The
A single breeding pair of B6C32vb/1 mice was purchased from the
ability to detect single nucleotide differences was demonstrated by
Jackson Laboratory. The vibrator mutation arose on strain DBA/2J
the fact that, although we detected no differences between vb and
at the Jackson Laboratory in 1961 (Weimar et al., 1982). Sibs of the
DBA (other than the reported IAP insertion), we identified numerous
original affected animals had been outcrossed once to C57BL/6J
single nucleotide differences between these strains and 129. Three
and the line maintained by brother 3 sister mating for 46 genera-
small regions (totaling ,1.3 kb) containing highly repetitive se-
tions; the line was subsequently maintained through 13 generations
quences could not be resequenced accurately by direct PCR se-
of crossing to C57BL/6J 3 C3H/FeJ F1 hybrids (H. O. Sweet, per-
quencing; the PCR products were cloned and analyzed from the
sonal communication). Resulting N46F13 mice had been stored as
consensus of multiple (3±5) clones from independent amplifications.
frozen embryos at the Jackson Laboratory and were retrieved upon
request.
RNA AnalysisA combination of four F1 intercrosses was used in meiotic map-
Poly(A)1 RNA was used in each experiment. For Northern blots,ping: B6C32vb/1 3 AKR/J (1099 meioses), B6C32vb/1 3 MOLF/
RNA was fractionated through glyoxal gels, transferred to nylonEi (1373 meioses), B6C32vb/1 3 CAST/Ei (925 meioses), and
membranes, and hybridized sequentially to DNA probes as de-B6C32vb/1 3 C57BL/6J (290 meioses). Segregation of SSLP mark-
scribed (Sambrook et al., 1989). After conventional autoradiography,ers from the MIT map (Dietrich et al., 1996) was followed by a
the hybridized membrane was analyzed on a Fuji BAS2000 phos-combination of radioactive and nonradioactive PCR assays. Marker
phoimager with MacBAS 2.2 software to quantitate the amount oforder was inferred by minimizing the number of double recombi-
probe bound to each identified band. For RT±PCR, 1 mg of RNAnants and, for markers tightly linked to vb, confirmed by STS content
was reverse transcribed with 200 u SuperScript II (GIBCO±BRL) inphysical mapping.
a 20 ml reaction and diluted to 100 ml with Tris±EDTA. cDNA (1 ml)
was used for each amplification.Physical Mapping
A physical map was made in three steps: a YAC contig, a P1 contig,
and gene and transcript identification. YACs were isolated from the Protein Detection
PITP antisera were produced in New Zealand white rabbits injectedlibrary of Kusumi et al. (1993) as described. Ends of YACs were
isolated by inverse PCR and sequenced as described (Segre et al., with an isoform-specific peptide coupled to keyhole limpet hemocy-
anin. Peptides EEETKRQLDEMRQKDPVKGC (PITPa) and EDETQKE1995) and evaluated as genetic markers by SSCP. Ten independent
isolates of YAC fbwG4 gave a range of sizes on pulsed field gels, LETMRKKGSVRGC (PITPb) were obtained from Research Genetics,
coupled to maleimide-activated carrier protein (Pierce) and injectedfrom 80±380 kb. STS markers were derived from the 380 kb isolate.
Markers nearest the locus were used to screen a P1 library (Genome with Freund's adjuvant by standard protocol (HRP, Inc.). Sera were
tested on Western blots of a recombinant PITPa fusion proteinSystems, St. Louis), and the ends of identified P1 clones were used
as additional markers to close the map and to orient clones relative produced in E. coli and PITP in mouse brain stem extracts and for
ability to be blocked by the antigenic peptides. Anti-neurofilamentto each other by STS content. Pools of 2±3 overlapping P1s were
used as capture probes for cDNA selection as described (Segre et (monoclonal NR4) and peroxidase-coupled secondary antibodies
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were purchased from Sigma. Rabbit anti-neuron-specific enolase Altschul, S.F., Gish, W., Miller, W., Myers, E.W., and Lipman, D.J.
(1990). Basic local alignment search tool. J. Mol. Biol. 215, 403±410.serum was from Dako and was the gift of Dr. Guoping Fan.
Brain stem protein extracts were prepared from fresh tissue by Aqua, M.S., Bachman, N.J., Lomax, M.I., and Grossman, L.I. (1991).
mechanical disruption in suspension buffer (100 mM NaCl, 10 mM Characterization and expression of a cDNA specifying subunit VIIc
Tris [pH 6.8], 1 mM EDTA, 1 mg/ml aprotinin, and 100 mg/ml PMSF), of bovine cytochrome c oxidase. Gene 104, 211±217.
followed by brief sonication (Sambrook et al., 1989). Concentrations Bankaitis, V.A., Malehorn, D.E., Emr, S.D., and Greene, R. (1989).
were determined by the method of Bradford (1976). Calibrated The Saccharomyces cerevisiae SEC14 gene encodes a cytosolic
amounts of protein were fractionated by SDS±PAGE and transferred factor that is required for transport of secretory proteins from the
to nitrocellulose for antibody binding and detection with enhanced yeast Golgi complex. J. Cell Biol. 108, 1271±1281.
chemiluminescence reagents (Amersham) by the manufacturer's
Bankaitis, V.A., Aitken, J.R., Cleves, A.E., and Dowhan, W. (1990).protocol. For quantitation, duplicate blots were serially incubated
An essential role for a phospholipid transfer protein in yeast Golgiwith antiserum followed by 106 cpm 125I-protein A (Amersham).
function. Nature 347, 561±562.Amounts of bound protein A after washing were ascertained on a
Bloomquist, B., Shortridge, R., Schneuwly, S., Perdew, M., Montell,Fuji BAS2000 phosphoimager.
C., Steller, H., Rubin, G., and Pak, W. (1988). Isolation of a putative
phospholipase C gene of Drosophila, norpA, and its role in photo-Linkage Analysis of Mvb
transduction. Cell 54, 723±733.The Mvb-1 locus was mapped in the (vb 3 CAST/Ei) intercross.
Bradford, M.M. (1976). A rapid and sensitive method for the quantita-Affected F2 or equivalent mice from the B6C32vb/1 3 CAST/Ei
tion of microgram quantitites of protein utilizing the principle ofcross were scored as mildly, moderately, or severely affected by
protein dye binding. Anal. Biochem. 72, 248±254.tremor prior to genotyping. The scoring was subjective but was
based on two specific observational tests: (i) hindlimb tremor, when Campuzano, V., Montermini, L., Molto, M.D., Pianese, L., CosseÂe,
M., Cavalcanti, F., Monros, E., Rodius, F., Duclos, F., Monticelli, A.,mice were lifted by the tail; and (ii) head bobbing, when walking.
Wild-type animals show no detectable tremor or head bobbing, Zara, C.A., Flizares, J., Koutnikova, H., Bidichandani, S.I., Gellera,
C., Brice, A., Trouillas, P., DeMichelle, G., Filla, A., DeFrutos, R.,whereas B6C32vb/vb animals show severe tremor and head bob-
bing. Cross progeny were classified as mildly affected if their pheno- Palau, F., Patel, P.I., DiDonato, S., Mandel, J.-L., Cocozza, S., Koe-
nig, M., and Pandolfo, M. (1996). Friedreich's ataxia: autosomal re-type was only barely discernible from wild type, and as severely
affected if they showed the typical extreme tremor and head bob- cessive disease by an intronic GAA triplet repeat expansion. Science
271, 1423±1427.bing phenotypes seen in B6C32vb/vb animals. Animals whose phe-
notypes did not lie clearly at one of these two extremes were classi- Carvajal, J.J., Pook, M.A., dosSantos, M., Doudney, K., Hillermann,
fied as moderately affected and not used in the analysis. Although R., Minogue, S., Williamson, R., Hsuan, J.J., and Chamberlain, S.
based on subjective comparison with wild type and mutant, the (1996). The Friedreich's ataxia gene encodes a novel phosphatidyl-
distinctionbetween mildly and severely affected progeny was unam- inositol-4-phosphate 5-kinase. Nature Genet. 14, 157±162.
biguous. Colley, N.J., Cassill, J.A., Baker, E.K., and Zuker, C.S. (1995). Defec-
Mice scored as having either the most mild or the most severe tive intracellular transport is the molecular basis of rhodopsin-
tremors were genotyped for a set of 102 SSLP markers that distin- dependent dominant retinal degeneration. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci.
guishes B6 and C3H alleles from CAST alleles and has an average USA 92, 3070±3074.
spacing of 15 cM. Linkage analysis was performed by using a modi-
Cook, S.A., Johnson, K.R., Bronson, R.T., and Davisson, M.T. (1995).fied version of MAPMAKER/QTL designed to map qualitative traits
Neuromuscular degeneration (nmd): a mutation on mouse chromo-with incomplete penetrance. Using standard multipoint maximum
some 19 that causes motor neuron degeneration. Mamm. Genomelikelihood procedures, the computer program calculated the likeli-
6, 187±191.hood of obtaining the observed distribution of ªweakly affectedº and
CosseÂ e, M., Campuzano, V., Koutnikova, H., Fischbeck, K., Mandel,ªseverely affectedº animals(among the selected progeny), under the
J.-L., Koenig, M., Bidichandani, S.I., Patel, P.I., Molto, M.D., CanÄ i-assumption of linkage (in which case it fit three relative penetrances,
zares, J., De Frutos, R., Pianese, L., Cavalcanti, F., Monticelli, A.,corresponding to the three possible genotypes in the cross) and
Cocozza, S., Montermini, L., and Pandolfo, M. (1997). Frataxin, andunder the assumption of no linkage (in which case it fit only a single
not a phosphatidylinositol-4-phosphate-5-kinase, is defective inpenetrance). The resulting log likelihood ratio has 2 degrees of
Friedreich ataxia. Nature Genet. 15, 337±338.freedom.
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